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INTRODUCTION
____________________________________________________________________

The thirty essays

compiled here span ten

years during a period of up-

heaval in the photographic

world as modernist practices

and theories began to be

supplanted by postmodernist

ones. Straight photogra-

phy’s hegemony, largely

thanks to John Szarkowski’s

influence, was being chal-

lenged by synthetic (mani-

pulated) photography which

took two paths: post-visual-

ization and the fabrication

of the “profilmic event”

(what New York critic A.D.

Coleman termed “the direc-

torial mode”). Both have

their historical roots in pre-

modernist (Pictorialist) photographic practice. Moreover, the Pictures Generation

(1977 - 84) of appropriational artists such as Cindy Sherman, Richard Prince, and

Sherrie Levine  (note I don’t refer to them as “photographers”) arose from without

the traditional fine art photography context to challenge insular practice of such

photography. In 1976 Rosalind Krauss and Annette Michelson left Artforum to found

the art journal October, which became a strong critical voice with writers like Abigail

Solomon-Godeau, Christopher Philips, Douglas Crimp, and Benjamin H. D. Buchloh

supporting such postmodernist artmaking and taking exception to Szarkowskian
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modernism. In particular, issue #5 (Summer 1978) set the tone for a different

approach to the photographic medium. Contributing to this rethinking of photography

was the influence of Roland Barthes and Susan Sontag’s ruminations on the medium.

Structuralism was being succeeded by Poststructuralism, and Feminism (both

Marxist-based and Postmodernist) was shaking up the Patriarchy. 

I graduated from U.C.L.A in 1975 with an M.F.A. in Visual Art (self-

assigning a Master Thesis in Art History/Theory) and was restless to challenge the

status quo in Los Angeles photography both through practice and theory. In 1977 I

took a teaching position at California Lutheran University, expanding the

photography department’s offerings there. It was an exciting time to be observing,

teaching, and writing about photography. In 1976, a close friend, Theron Kelley —

who had co-founded a short-lived art mag called

Straight Turkey — and I founded the Los Angeles-

based art journal The Dumb Ox (its back-issues were

featured in a retrospective exhibition of 1970s art at

California State University, Northridge in September

2014). My English major sister, Leslie (1952 - 95)

helped proof. 

The publication’s focus was on conceptual

practices and found welcoming support in the San Francisco Bay Area due to

photographer-publisher Lew Thomas and his group of Photo-Language-oriented

artists. So well-known was our publication in Northern California, that many people

erroneously thought of it as Bay Area production. I used my critical writing in that

publication to jump-start my career as a critic, taking issue with many aspects of

traditional fine art photography and supporting postmodernist photographic practices.

In 1983 I received the first Reva and David Logan Award for Distinguished

New Writing in Photography. Soon I was writing steadily for Afterimage based at the

Visual Studies Workshop, Rochester, New York, where I was fortunate to have my

writing overseen by several excellent editors there, including Catherine Lord and

Charles Hagen. In addition to their helpful criticism,  Theron Kelley and Lew

Thomas became reliable sounding boards for my thinking. During this time I was

doing many studio visits in Los Angeles and the Bay Area, all the while reading

The Dumb Ox’s logo
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voraciously and absorbing theory from Phenomenology, Poststructuralism, Marxism,

and Feminism — testing those theories against the artworks I was writing about.  

In 1985, I was invited to

teach at The School of the Art

Institute by then chairman, Robert

Loescher, where I taught both

photo studio and history/theory,

eventually focusing solely on the

latter two within the Department of

Art History, Theory, and Criticism.

By this time, The Dumb Ox had

folded and I was doing another art

journal called U-Turn (1982 - pre-

sent), which eventually went  on-

line as U-Turn Art E-zine at www.-

uturn.org. It was around this time

that I began to contribute to

Chicago’s premier art magazine,

The New Art Examiner (see my POD anthology of reviews for that publication which

can be purchased through this author at Jim@uturn.org), eventually becoming their

Midwest editor around 1990. So from 1986 to 1988, I was feeding critical essays to

two publications, in addition to those going online for my webzine.

*          *

In reprinting the essays here, I’ve taken advantage of being able to correct

typos and grammar. Only one essay, “Subjektive Fotographie and the Existentialist

Ethic” (1988) was revised and expanded in 1993 and so I presented that altered

version here. The essays examine the work of both well-known artists and those of

emerging talent, including many women who, at the time, were often overlooked by

male critics. Overall, these essays trace the challenge I confronted in engaging with

new works, attempting to elucidate them, and place them against a tradition of
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photographic practice that was waning. This was a very formative time for my

writing and thinking and it has been interesting for me to revisit these essays some

thirty years later.

*          *

For those interested in per-

using a selective anthology of my

“best” critical essays, I would direct

them to Writing Pictures: Case

Studies in Photographic Criticism:

1983 - 2012, (2013) which includes

my 1983 Reva and David Logan

Award winning essay, “Meditations

on a Ukranian Easter Egg.” It may be

ordered through Amazon.com.

*          *

Finally, I would like to thank

Ms. Felissia Cappelletti, my studio

assistant, for her typing and proofing

of this text. Ms. Sara Hagerty also

contributed time at the computer tran-

scribing the original essays.

*          *          *




